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1. Could you tell us about what you do at work and how you promote sustainability in your work?
As Regional Head of Sustainability for Lend Lease in Asia, I am responsible for driving Lend Lease’s
sustainability philosophy of “Every Action Adds Up” and I embrace the challenge of optimizing multidisciplinary project outcomes that is not only sustainable but also meets the required commercial and
business aspirations of all key stakeholders including owners, investors, developers, builders, asset and
property managers, government agencies, policy makers and/or business partners. The Community is at
the heart of everything Lend Lease does as I continue to help drive Lend Lease Sustainability leadership
position by advocating for new legislation, policies, thinking, product innovation, technologies and
partnerships to leave a positive legacy for generations to come.
In my spare time, I continue my personal green advocate and ‘change agent’ learning journey contributions
with the following honored industry roles and associations:
•

World Green Building Council (WGBC) - Regional Manager of the Asia Pacific Green Building
Council Network

•

Asia Pacific Real Estate Association (APREA) – Chairperson of the Sustainability Committee

•

United Nations Environment Program Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI) – Committee member of the
Property Working Group.

2. What are your greatest achievements in the Green Building journey?
Professionally so far it is being part of the Lend Lease integrated team to deliver some ‘firsts’ for Singapore
including 313@Somerset (first Green Mark Platinum on Orchard Rd and first to introduce Green Lease
program), Parkway Parade (one of the first Green Mark Platinum existing building retrofits to demonstrate
value in going green) and most recently Jem® (first Green Mark Platinum V4 milestone achievement). On
the personal front, having the honored role of being Regional Manager of the World Green Building Council
Asia Pacific Network which continues to drive collaboration, synergies and capacity building across its 17
country-specific GBC members with fantastic diversity.
3. Can you identify the point in time when your environmental consciousness was awakened?
It happened about 3 years ago when my young son Lucas (now 10 years old) shared with me what he has
been learning at school one night and then showed me a library book he picked called “Exploring your
Environment” which covered Climate Change, Carbon Footprint, Pollution, Waste, Recycling and even
included 5 Fun Activity Cards. So there I was, spending quality father-son family time together, discussing
what he is learning about sustainability at school which then led to the question “What’s your role in Lend
Lease Dad?”…. The penny then dropped, it’s all about him, our future potential investor, architect, builder,
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engineer, asset manager, policy maker, tenant, occupier and user of the best places that we can create
today for future generations like them tomorrow.
4.

If there is one thing that you would like to see more of in Singapore’s building designs, what would that
be?
We live in the tropics, spend about 90% of our time indoors and Singapore being truly a city in the garden,
it would be great to see more building designs and retrofits maximizing cross ventilation opportunities and
embrace more of the outdoor garden surroundings inside the building visually and physically wherever
practical and feasible.

5. What initiatives are you currently working on?
My latest project initiative with Lend Lease is the introduction of the Cross Laminated Timber (CLT)
innovation into Singapore as a test bed for other parts of Asia which could be the potential ‘quantum leap’
we have been looking for our industry to boost productivity and reduce reliance on foreign construction
workers.
CLT has been successfully used in Europe for over a decade, more recently parts of North America and in
Australia with the recently completed world’s tallest residential timber structure, the FORTÉ project in
Melbourne, Australia (designed and built by Lend Lease) but not as yet in Singapore and Asia, hence an
opportunity for Singapore to be the first in Asia.
Aligned with our vision to “Create the Best Places” for our community and BCA’s aspiration of increasing
Singapore’s construction productivity level, Lend Lease is excited to take the strategic lead in collaborating
with Singapore academic / government agencies to be the first to introduce CLT innovation to Singapore
(via pilot project potentials such as our own new Asia Headquarters or a school and/or civic centre and lyric
theatre) as a test bed for other parts of Asia. The introduction of this technology is timely given Singapore’s
long-term aspirations of becoming a cost-effective, liveable, sustainable and resilient city. In addition, with
an increasing tight labour market, CLT helps because it requires much less labour and ultimately decreases
Singapore’s reliance on foreign construction workers.
CLT could transform the Singapore built environment by introducing a more efficient, productive and
environmentally-friendly construction process to create new spaces and maximise land capacity that has
never been undertaken in Singapore before and potentially across Asia with Singapore being the potential
first as the R&D hub of Asia on CLT. It is another example of how Lend Lease is leading the way with
innovations that will create shared value for all our stakeholders and the communities we serve.
6. Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I love my gadgets and using technology to change my behavior at work to go paperless has been a great
personal pet project of mine. I’m also using my iPhone / iPad for my presentations where possible to
eliminate the need to print out reports and presentations to save paper and hopefully continue to influence
others to also make the behavioral change moving forward.
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